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In his review article on resource curse (Ross, 1999), Ross concludes that

researchers should formulate their hypotheses in testable form instead of

building their theories on a handful of potentially biased case studies. Two

years later, Ross took up this theoretical and methodological challenge.

Though not the seminal study to engage this issue nor the first one to test

it statistically (Crystal, 1990; Barro, 1999), Ross’s article lays out clearly

three possible causal mechanisms–rentier, repression, and modernization

effect–that link oil wealth to negative political consequences in oil-exporting

countries. Another contribution made in this piece comes from its hypothesis

testing through large-N time-series statistical analysis in which Ross

examines the effects of proxies for the three causal mechanisms to the

inclusion of other variables and uses alternative specifications for robustness

check; the findings support the three alleged authoritarian effects of oil.

More importantly, Ross’s statistical findings sketch out useful scope

conditions for the applicability of his claim in that poor countries tend to

suffer more from the authoritarian effects of oil and this influence is not

restricted to the Middle East and finally, the authoritarian effects of nonfuel

mineral were less pronounced and countries with mineral wealth tend only to

suffer from the rentier effect. Ross’s analysis and his conditional claim help

spur many subsequent studies as well as arousing heated debates on the

actual “curse” effects of resource wealth.

I turn first to the rentier effect, which is straightforward: the gargantuan

amount of profits (or what economists refer to as rent because of its excess

amount and relative ease of extraction during the production process)

derived from the sale of oil makes the governments of oil-exporting countries

less reliant on tax revenue (the taxation effect) and curtails these
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governments’ political accountability to their citizens. Also, oil wealth

enables the governments to build extensive patronage networks through

greater social spending capacity (the spending effect) and/or preempts the

formation of independent civil networks whose demands for greater political

and civil rights might threaten states’ monopoly of political power (the group

formation effect), both effects serve to undermine the preconditions for

democracy. It follows that states with higher oil income tend to be more

authoritarian than states whose government budget rely mainly on taxation.

The first problem with Ross’s approach to the rentier effect is that he

potentially conflates the study of oil’s anti-democratic effect on the variation

of a country’s democracy scale with a given country’s existing regime type.

While the evidence on how the monarchs’ attempts to raise taxes led to

citizenry’s demand for greater political representation and the gradual

formation of constitutional democracy in Western Europe seems to offer,

prima facie, a convincing proof that the taxation effect explains successfully

the absence of democracy in the Middle East, but this taxation-democracy

link loses its validity when we further scrutinize a given country’s initial

political condition and whether the discover of oil changes the political

dynamics in that country. Interestingly, the discovery of oil wells did not

make politics in Canada and Norway any more authoritarian; before Hugo

Chávez stepped in Venezuela had always been a democracy since its

independence. On the contrary, higher oil income per capita and oil reserves

are negatively associated with levels of democracy in Ross’s sample of Middle

Eastern countries. Note that many Western and Latin American oil states

were democracy (or constitutional republics) before the discovery of oil

wealth, while Middle East oil states were consistently under the monarchical
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rule throughout, this suggests that different initial conditions implies

qualitative differences in how the rentier effect operates in different contexts.

By pooling all observations together without accounting for the differences

in initial political conditions,1 Ross’s tests implicitly estimate democratic

transition across all country-year observations but not cross-national

difference in oil’s anti-democratic effect that he was intended to answer.

This theoretical overstretch is further exacerbated by Ross’s analysis of

the spending effect in which he illustrates with several Middle Eastern and

Latin American cases of how governments transferred their large oil money

into spending programs which ‘dampens latent pressures for democratization’

(333). But this reasoning overlooks the positive aspect of the spending effect.

Spending programs serve useful social transfer function that helps loosen

authoritarian states’ “revolutionary constraint” (Boix, 2003; Acemoǧlu and

Robinson, 2005), similarly, it also helps democratic rentier states to

consolidate their democracy by defusing redistributive conflict that might

otherwise destabilize the democratic institution. The spending effect on

democracy appears to be mixed. The same could be said of the group

formation effect: there is no a priori reason to believe democratic rentier

states to be more likely to forestall the formation of independent civil society

than their fellow democracies whose revenues rely on taxation.

The point is, higher level of oil wealth may not directly produce

authoritarian political institutions as resource curse theorists would have us

believe, but oil wealth might generate more sever authoritarian consequences

or high quality democracy when it interacts with certain types of political

regimes. Thus, we can expect oil wealth to also have contingent repression

1I will elaborate this issue in the appendix.
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and modernization effects to which we now turn.

Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2003) argue that, under different institutional

contexts, political leaders have different public/private goods preference and

policy responses. The selectorate theory suggests that the size of the winning

coalition can have a major impact in determining how resource rents are

allocated in a given country, given that these rents are part of the

government’s sources of revenue. Leaders of large winning coalition countries

have incentive to use this non-taxable revenue to finance public goods

provision which enhances economic productivity and societal well-being. On

the contrary, resource rents provide authoritarian leaders with extra money

for personal consumption and rewards for coalition members.2

The effect of resource rents is especially pernicious in authoritarian

context where leaders can use resource rents to compensate for the declining

tax income as a result of low provision of public goods (hence low economic

productivity); authoritarian leaders can also use this extra income to fund

their coercive apparatus without sacrificing the private benefits (extracted

from tax) of their coalition members (Smith, 2008). Both serve to strengthen

the state’s repressive measures and is possibly the underlying causal

mechanism of the repression effect.3 This institutionalist interpretation

explain well why the repression effect is rampant in autocracy but is hardly

observed in democracy (Jensen and Wantchekon, 2004).

2In Boix (2003), Acemoǧlu and Robinson (2005), and Dunning (2008), the authors all
assume resource rents to be independent of the taxation parameter in their two-player
revolutionary games and its marginal effect on the outcome variable to be direct and positive.
Because resource rents are, according to Smith (2008), a kind of windfall income without
political cost. By extension, we can expect any kind of direct foreign transfer to have the
same positive effect on political regime, which will be a worthy venue for future research.

3Note that Ross was actually discussing the size of military force and the likelihood of
civil war when he talked about the repression effect of oil and the mechanism through which
large military force is correlated with political repression and how the two are related to oil
income is not very obvious.
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Finally, we move to modernization effect. Ross argues that resource-led

growth did not bring about higher education level or occupational

specialization–social mechanisms that heighten people’s political

consciousness. What Ross was describing are actually symptoms of Dutch

disease: increase in resource rents induces shrinkage in non-resource sectors

and a distorted allocation of labors (factors move to whatever sector is the

most productive). While this is true as Heckscher-Ohlin theorem would

predict, but note that many oil-producing states are also labor-abundant,

resource exploitation should have the effect of bridging inter-sector inequality

gap and improving general welfare. Why is this not happening?

The problem lies in the fact that resource sector usually accounts for only

a small proportion of a country’s labor force and in developing countries oils

are produced in foreign enclaves, driven by foreign investments, and operated

by foreign workers with little connection to indigenous workforce and has

minuscule technology spill-over; in authoritarian system, the lack of labor

mobility and elites’ voracity for consumption (Tornell and Lane, 1999)

aggravate such problem. Conversely, in democracy with diversified economy,

the spill-over from oil exploitation often stimulates further economic growth.

This explains why oil is harmful to poor countries and particularly that of

authoritarian system and points the way toward using better measurement of

the importance of oil wealth (relative to overall GDP) to address those

“foreign” factors in a country’s mining activities.

Ross’s study locates an undertheorized topic in the resource cruse research

tradition and examines its causal mechanism in a systematic way, but his

endeavor should be complemented with equally rigorous probe for contextual

factors to capture the elusive causal mechanism of oil curse.
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Appendix

1 Fixed Effects Model and Conditional Effects

Ross correctly recognizes that he is dealing with a panel data with the

number of units (156 countries) surpasses the number of time points (27

years) by a wide margin and this feature makes the psce correction procedure

recommended by Beck and Katz (1995) inappropriate. Instead of sorting his

data by country and using fixed effects model (FE) to account for

cross-sectional correlation, Ross specifies his model with panel-specific AR1

structure to correct for within-panel autocorrelation and estimates the

pooled data with feasible generalized least squareS model (f GLS) (340), an

approach also followed by Dunning (2008). It is also worth noting that Ross

includes a 5-year lag for all variables on the RHS as well as a lag DV

(Regimet−5) as a proxy for country-specific contextual effects.

The GLS family of models with FE can be easily implemented (though

STATA algorithm does not handle the fixed effects efficiently), given the

structure of his panel data (N > T ), there is no knowing why Ross did not

use the FE models to tackle cross-sectional correlation which is very likely to

be the source of variance.

When using linear models, FE has the nice property by making coefficient

estimates unbiased as compared to pooled OLS estimators whose coefficients

may be contaminated by omitted country-specific effects. A strong reason to

omit country-specific FE is when the variables of interest do not vary much

over time. The (Regimet−5) which Ross included is a useful FE variable only

when regime type of a given country is relatively constant across the 27-year

time span.
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Another source of disturbance comes from the conflation between the

within and between effects, as Ross does not describe explicitly whether he

has sorted his data by country-year format (Green et al., 2001), I suspect

this might cause his coefficient estimates be biased by country-specific effect

even if regime type does remain constant over time.

To examine my hypothesized arguments, I first estimate a random effects

model as a plausibility probe for the proportion of cross-sectional between

variance in the overall variance structure. To fix idea and for illustrative

purpose, I regress the same set of estimators as in the first column (in Ross’s

table 3) on the dependent variable. The results are given in the left most

column in table 1 and standard errors are reported in parentheses.

The intra-class correlation (ICC) of our RE model indicates that a little

over 40% of the variance are cross-sectional, thus whatever is left out of

should be interpreted and estimated with appropriate within estimators.

I then proceed to estimate Ross’s panel data using FE model. As a

standard procedure, I first sorted the pooled data by country-year to

distinguish the between- and within-unit effects across the pooled data. It

worth pointing out how the conflation of between and within effects could

bias coefficient estimates. As a useful digressive, I first replicate Ross’s

original model and then compare it with a sorted data structure using the

sample specification, the results are given in panels under Ross’s and sorted.

All variables remain significant and maintain the same signs, however, the

coefficient of Regime, the lagged DV, decreases dramatically while the

coefficient of Oil increases (but in an opposite direction to that of Regime. It

appears that Ross’s original pooled estimates both overestimate the effect of

Regime and underestimate the effect of Oil. This result has substantive
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Table 1: Re-estimation of Ross’s model

RE Ross’s sorted FE w/ interaction
Regime 0.1734*** 0.2472*** 0.1453*** 0.1033* 0.0975*

(0.0221) (0.0203) (0.0176) (0.0503) (0.0498)
Oil -.0357** -.0369*** -0.0575*** 0.0191 -0.0121

(0.0127) (0.0052) (0.0055) (0.0147) (0.0155)
Minerals 0.0009** -0.0426*** -0.0431** 0.0562 0.0486

(0.0275) (0.0078) (0.0138) (0.0561) (0.0576)
log(Income) 0.5772** 0.9283*** 0.9775*** 0.2231 0.2146

(0.1882) (0.1047) (0.0871) (0.1568) (0.1551)
Islam -.0255*** -0.0183*** -0.0242*** dropped dropped

(0.0044) (0.0021) (0.0022)
OECD 2.5389*** 1.4602*** 1.6669*** dropped dropped

(0.4612) (0.3075) (0.2651)
Regime*Oil 0.0153*

(0.0068)

N 1403 2120 2120 1403 1403
Countries 102 102 102 102 102
log-likelihood -3132 -3134 -2532.87 -2522.27
ICC 0.4009
Note: * < .05; ** < .01; *** < .001. Country FEs are omitted due to space
constraint. All regressions run with STATA 10.0.

theoretical implication in terms of the extent of impact of oil wealth on

political regime. This estimation bias could have been avoided if Ross had

paid due attention to the variance structure.

The selection over GLS with lagged DV (as is used here) or Beck and

Katz’s pcse measure as a dynamic specification solution to serially correlated

errors involves a tradeoff: GLS with lagged DV handles panel

heteroskedasticity poorly (Beck and Katz, 1996) but pcse method is

inconsistent in the presence of autocorrelation. Both problems seem to be

present in Ross’s data and plague his estimates. A well-accepted and

possibly a very strong approach is to use FE model with lagged DV and
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robust standard error (Kristensen and Wawro, 2003).

I re-ran the analysis using the Ross’s original variable using FE model

with robust standard error as a preliminary assessment of my above claim

and then to test my institutional claim in the short response paper, I keep all

the lower-order original variables (Braumoeller, 2004) and generate an

interaction term (Regime*Oil) to test the interaction effect between political

institutions and oil wealth. the results are given in panels under FE and w/

interaction.

As seen in the last two columns to the right, all variables, except for

Regime, the lagged DV, become insignificant and even the lagged DV is only

marginally significant at .05 level. Note especially the coefficient of the

interaction term in the right most panel,4 the interpretation for its effect

being that when the degree of democracy and the export concentration of oil

(as a percentage of GDP) both increase by one standard unit, their

interaction effect on the degree of democracy of a given oil-exporting state is

positive despite the fact that its lower-order component terms exert exactly

opposite effect on the DV. This support the hypothesized claim of this short

paper that researchers should focus on the conditional effect of existing

political regime, rather than the absolute level of oil export, on the level of

democracy in oil-exporting states.

Finally, to visualize the conditional effect of oil export on political regime,

I smoothen the oil export and regime variables with general additive function

and I graph a perspective plot in figure 1 as an visual check to see what the

data actually say.

In figure 1, we see that prior regime score has a non-linear relation with

4Its higher log-likelihood also suggests that the model provides a better fit than other
models presented in table 1
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Figure 1: Conditional effect of oil export on political regime
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current regime score while the effect of oil export on political regime is

approximately linear and positive. But one trend is obvious, as a given

country becomes more democratic over time, an increase in oil export is

associated with higher regime score. On the contrary, as the regime score on

the horizontal axis move further toward zero, the positive effect of oil export

on democracy diminishes dramatically. This pattern corroborates my

previous conjecture that the effect of oil on political regime is a conditional

one and is contingent on the political system within which the oil wealth is

embedded.
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